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H A R 0 L D H E A D reports for a Port Elizabeth
daily.

The third track, called "Triptych" is divided in three
parts. 'Prayer', 'Protest' and Peace'. The demands this
piece makes on Miss Lincoln are fierce and exhausting.
'Prayer' is the cry of an oppressed people, any and all
oppressed peoples of whatever colour or combinations
of colours. 'Protest' is a final uncontrollable unleashing
of rage and anger that have. been compressed in fear for
so long that the only catharsis can be the extremely
painfully tearing out of all the accumulated fury and
hurt and blinding bitterness. It is all forms of protest,
certainly including violence.

'Peace' conveys a feeling of relaxed exhaustion after
everything has been done to assert oneself. Here~ Miss
Lincoln gives a realistic feeling of peacefulness.

"All Africa" connects both the growing interest of
American Negroes in the present and future Africa and
also their new pride in Africa's past and their own
pre-American heritage. Nigerian born and bred, Michael
Olatunji sets this tune in beautiful polyrhythmic phrases.
·Miss Lincoln chants the names of African tribes, such
as Bantu, Zulu, Watusi, Herero, Mashago, Gebo, Ma
tundo, Congo, Ibo, Dahomey, Kikuyu etc, while Olatun
ji relates a saying of each tribe concerning freedom
generally in his own Yoruba dialect.

The last track on side two brings us "Tears for
Johannesburg" introduced by insistent motif bass
strumming. There is no vocal on this tune.

When told of the South African government's notion,
Roach commented, "Its good to hear I'm 110t accepted
by the South African government. That's the best news
I've had all week." •
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Slavery (The University of Chicago Press) one former
slave said "They whupped the men and they whupped
the women. I used to work some in the tannery, and
we make the whups. They'd tie th~m down to a stab,
and give them the whupping They better not leave
a blade of grass in the rows or they'd whupped
them for running away."

The clearness of a whip lashing a bare back is well
contrasted in Roach's brilliant brushwork as he strokes
his drums after each vocal line.

'Freedom Day' communicates the vibrant expectancy
and wonderment and nagging disbelief in the pe·riod
immediately following the Emancipation Proclamation.
Miss Lincoln's surging performance projects a bursting
impatience as she sings,

'Whisper. listen .. whisper ... listen ... whisper
say we're free

Rumours flying ... must be lying . . . can it
really be

Can't . . . can't . . . believe it
But that's what they say
'Stay no longer . . . stay no longer
This is freedom day
Freedom day ... Its freedom day
Blow those shackle chains away
Everybody that I see
This is really true we're free
Freedom day ... it's freedom day
Free to vote and earn much pay.

of the
Now Suite'

Aint perusing . . . on my mind
Driva Man aint quitting town.

In Lay My Burden Down: A Folk History of

ONE OF AMERICA'S JAZZ MUSICIANS who had long been
strongly involved emotionally in the movements for
integration in America and national autonomy in Africa
was Max Roach.

Recently Roach's recording of "Freedom Now Suite"
was seized from the Johannesburg offices of Meteor
Records for inspection by the Board of Censors. All
other available copies of the album were seized pending
the Gov.ernment's decision.

Prior to this action, the record was sold without its
original liner notes, which include the statement, "There
is still incredible and bloody cruelty against Africans
as in the Sharpeville massacres of South Africa."

A modified set of notes was prepared by the South
African distributor, R. H. Moskovitch, leaving a two
inch white column below the title notes of "Tears for
Johannesburg", one of the tracks on the disc.

In 1959, Roach had begun collaborating with a
Chicago writer-singer, Oscar Brown Jr., on a long work
to be performed in 1963 on the centennial of the
American Emancipation Proclamation. However, world
events in 1960 affected the content and direction of
the composition.

Nevertheless, Roach was able, with the assistance of
Oscar Brown Jr. to record his "Freedom Now Suite"
titled "We Insist", in August-September 1960.

The entire album is a musical expression of the
struggle for freedom.

These are the 'protestations' (tracks on the disc).
'Driva' Man' is a personification of the white over

seer in slavery times. Vocalist Abbey Lincoln comes
out in a deep wail, protesting,

Driva Man
He made a line
But the man he aint his wife . . .
Choppin' cotton . . . dont be slow
Better finish out your row
Keep a movin' with that flow
'Driva' Man . . . will show y~u how
Git to work and root that stone
Driva Man will make you jump
Better make your humour ring
Driva Man will start to swing

The Meaning
r Freedom


